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has a hearth, and Vesta, the presiding genius of that hearth,
has rites paid to her; and so has Janus, the two-faced god,
who guards the gates which lead from the civilized life of the
citizen to the region of foes.
This religion was modified, as time went on, by various
causes—the development of the city-state, the formation of
a powerful plebeian class consisting chiefly of Latin immi-
grants, and the strong influence of the Etruscans over the
political and economic development of Rome. A twofold
aspect is henceforth noticeable in Roman religion. The
plebeian immigrants from the Hellenized cities of Latium
develop trade and industry and bring with them a number of
cults, some of them Greek but adopted by the Latins, and
others Latin but modified by the Greeks. All the new gods
have to do with trade and industry, and temples are built
for them all either close to the Tiber or on the Aventine, the
plebeian hill. The earliest of these deities is Hercules or
Heracles, who watches over trade and business life; his
altar is in the cattle-market (forum boarium); next comes
Minerva, a Latin goddess, who borrows some traits from the
ancient Athena of Greece, the protectress of craftsmen. But
at the same time a religion grows up, peculiar to the patrician
houses—the Etrusco-Latin families which predominated under
the rule of the Etruscan kings. And so Rome, like other
city-states of the ancient world, receives a religious centre
and Acropolis of its own in the Capitol, which supports
a temple sacred to the trinity of Jupiter Optimus Maximus,
Juno, and Minerva. The temple was built in the Etruscan
style, and the ritual was Etruscan in its external aspect;
but the deities themselves were not Etruscan.
Jupiter Optimus Maximus was the Jupiter of all the
Latins, while Juno and Minerva came to Rome from the
Latin cities. The national character of this Capitoline trinity
shows, in the first place, the predominantly Latin aspect of
the aristocracy which ruled in Latin-Etruscan Rome, and
also the ambition of this Rome to be the head of Latium,
and to have within her walls the worship of the lord over all
Latium, who became the supreme deity of Rome as a state,
(It is not surprising that at the same time the cult of Diana,
another deity connected with the Latin league, was estab-
lished in the woods which cover the slopes of the Aventine.)
This ' establishment' of a cult, under Etruscan influence but

